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Foreword

F

rom Lake Superior’s rugged shores and crystal clear waters to the towering sand dunes of Lake Michigan
and Lake Erie’s thriving walleye fishery, the Great Lakes are a national treasure — and an economic
engine. The lakes provide drinking water to more than 30 million people. They carry iron ore, grain,
and countless other raw materials and products of industry and agriculture. They offer unparalleled
opportunities for boating, fishing, swimming, and other activities. They support tens of thousands of businesses,
from tiny marinas in Milwaukee to grand hotels on Mackinaw Island. More than 1.5 million jobs depend directly on
the lakes — and the region offers a quality of life crucial to attracting both companies and skilled workers.
That’s why it’s so vital to keep the Great Lakes healthy. And fortunately, the federal government has recognized
the importance of the region and the need to protect its environment. In 2009, an 11-agency task force created an
action plan for a Great Lakes Restoration Initiative (GLRI) to tackle such problems as pollution, aquatic invasive
species, runoff from farms and cities and
the loss of wetlands and wildlife habitats.
The federal government backed the initiative with more than $1 billion in funding.
“We’re committed to creating a new standard of care that will leave the Great Lakes
better for the next generation,” explains
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson, chair of
the GLRI task force.
Great Lakes restoration projects are
already producing results. Chicago’s beaches
are cleaner and safer, Lake Michigan is
being restocked with sturgeon, and steps are
being taken to reduce the pollution flowing
into Lake Superior in Duluth. Whitefish,
sturgeon and walleye are thriving in the
Detroit River, which for decades was
too polluted to support desirable species.
Communities around the region are reconnecting to the Great Lakes and the rivers
which feed the lakes.
Less obvious, however, is how the
Farm wetland in Michigan. (Photo courtesy of Stephen J. Brown)
Great Lakes Restoration Initiative dovetails with federal conservation programs.
In fact, big chunks of the GLRI money are being delivered through agriculture programs in the Farm Bill,
which pay farmers to set aside fields as wetlands or conservation reserves, or to better manage their fertilizer and
waste. These steps bring many environmental benefits, from creating valuable wildlife habitat and open space
to keeping nutrient pollution from reaching creeks and streams, thus improving water quality in rivers and the
Great Lakes.
All told, the eight Great Lakes states receive more than $500 million per year in Farm Bill conservation money.
Those dollars not only make the environment healthier and improve people’s quality of life, they also pay off economically. Less pollution and sediment from farms, for instance, means lower costs for water treatment and dredging,
while cleaner lakes mean more money in the pockets of everyone from fishing boat captains to hotel managers. Still,
the Farm Bill conservation programs could be improved to get even more bang for the buck. Here, in the report that
follows, is their story:
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Biologist Matt Stuber
climbs down from the first
successful eagles nest in
Jackson County, Mich.,
since the 1960s, on land
protected by the Wetlands
Reserve Program. (Photo by
Lathe Claflin)

The Case for Farm Bill Conservation
Programs in the Great Lakes Region
Not only do they help protect the enormously valuable Great Lakes environment, their economic
payoff is compelling. They help maintain multi-billion dollar tourism, recreation and shipping
industries. They help save millions of dollars because of avoided environmental programs and crop
insurance payments. And they create jobs. But these programs can also be improved to get more
benefits from each federal dollar spent.

Matt Stuber carefully climbs the giant old cottonCreated by a series of Farm Bills — the main legislative
tools to set policy and funding for federal agriculture
wood on the banks of Michigan’s Portage River. In a nest
work — these programs are helping not just farmers,
high in the gnarled branches, he finds his quarry — two
wildlife and the environment in the Great Lakes region,
gray-brown balls of down and fluff with sharp beaks
but also the whole economy. The conservation effort has
and fierce yellow talons. The two eagle chicks look at
enabled farmers to “be more competitive in the global
him warily. Stuber, a wildlife biologist with the U.S.
market,” said Senator Debbie Stabenow (D-MI), chairFish & Wildlife Service, gingerly picks up the nestlings
woman of the U.S. Senate Committee
and lowers them to colleagues on the
on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry,
ground for weighing and banding.
at a recent hearing. “It’s also allowed
Then he hauls the eaglets back up and
landowners to add value to their operagently replaces them in their nest.
tions by fostering wildlife habitat on
On this sunny day in May 2011, the
working land.”
two nestlings are living symbols of a
That’s certainly true for the propremarkable resurgence of eagles, which
erty on which the massive cottonwood
were almost wiped out by DDT and
and its eagle nest stands. In the 1920s,
The eaglets of Jackson County in their
other chemicals in the 1960s. “This is
nest. (Photo by Matt Stuber / U.S. Fish
the original wetlands were drained
and Wildlife Service)
the first successful nest we know of in
to become some of the most producJackson County, Michigan since the bad old days,” says
tive farmland in Michigan, growing onions, mint,
Stuber.
lettuce and other crops. By the 1990s, however, “we
But the eaglets are also the poster chicks for another
were getting to the point where we could hardly make
story: the benefits of federal farm conservation programs.
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a go of it farming,” says owner Tom Bury. Cheaper
vegetables from California undercut local produce, and
floods from the Portage River increasingly threatened
the fertile fields. “We would lie awake at four in the
morning, with thunder and lightning and trees blowing
out of the ground, and wonder if we were going to lose
the entire crop to flooding,” recalls Bury.
Bury thought there must be a better use for his 500
acres. He found it in the Wetlands Reserve Program
(WRP). Established in the 1990 Farm Bill, the WRP
pays farmers to take fields prone to flooding out of
production, either permanently or for 30 years, and to
restore them as wetlands. Bury enrolled most of his
property, removed the tile drains and planted prairie
grass on the higher ground. “It was just amazing what
it looked like after just one year,” he says. Almost magically, the erstwhile fields became a rich landscape of
grasses, cottonwoods and seasonal ponds, teaming
with aquatic plants and creatures like muskrats, mink,
otters — and, now, eagles. The eagles especially, “are a
good indicator that the ecosystem is healthy,” says biologist Stuber.
Bury also had lots of company. Other farmers in this
south-central region in Michigan have put Farm Bill
conservation programs to work, protecting more than
2400 acres along the Portage River. Combined with an
adjacent Audubon wildlife sanctuary, these restored
wetlands have become a boon to local wildlife — and
a key staging area for species that pass through, such as
ducks and sandhill cranes. “This is a farm program that
is doing exactly what it is supposed to be doing,” says
Lathe Claflin, director of the local Audubon sanctuary.
Programs Benefit Environment, Economy

But don’t make the mistake of assuming this is just a
feel-good program in which taxpayers foot the bill for
eagles and other wild critters — a program that’s easily
expendable in the face of looming budget deficits. In
fact, cold, hard economics show that using government
dollars for Tom Bury’s and his neighbors’ wetlands pays
off for people too. The farms no longer need federal
bailouts because there are no crops to lose, saving
taxpayers’ money. “This wet year would have been
a disaster for the farmers otherwise,” says local resident and retired wildlife biologist Ron Hoffman. The
ponds and marshes absorb and slow down floodwaters,
reducing damage from floods — and federal crop insur-
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Natural Resource Conservation Service team conducts a wetland determination near
St. Johns, Mich. Federal programs give financial support to farmers who take
specific actions on their farms to protect the environment. (Photo by U.S. Department
of Agriculture Natural Resource Conservation Service)

ance payments to flooded farmers — downstream on
the Portage and Grand Rivers.
The wetlands also filter out nutrients, such as phosphorus from fertilizers. Fewer nutrients thus flow
downriver, where they cause blooms of toxic algae
in Lake Michigan. Having less algae improves water
quality and brings a number of benefits. Beaches are
cleaner and safer. The fishing is better. Water treatment
plants can spend less money making the water safe
to drink. Tourism, fishing and other industries get a
boost. And new rich wildlife habitat in Jackson County
is creating new businesses and jobs. One enterprising
entrepreneur set up a commercial hunting guide operation, and tour companies are busing in bird watchers
from as far away as Canada to see the growing flocks
of cranes.
Moreover, Tom Bury’s farm is but one of hundreds
of individual success stories of Farm Bill conservation
programs in the Great Lakes region. To understand the
total impact of the Wetlands Reserve Program, multiply
Jackson County’s wetland reserves by more than
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A Place for Wildlife
Rodell Lea has been farming all his life on 228 acres in Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin, southeast of Madison. “My parents bought the farm in 1948—the year I was born,” he says. But lately, Lea has been making changes with the
help of federal farm conservation money that have been a boon to wildlife—and have made him a better farmer.
The improvements started in the late 1980s, when Lea took advantage of the Farm Bill’s Conservation Reserve
Program (CRP). The government paid him to take some land out of production, allowing him to create a 66-foot
wide buffer strip alongside the drainage ditch that cuts across his farm. Now covered with luxuriant grass, the
buffer strip has paid dividends. “A lot of farmers plow right up to the ditch bank, and end up with a lot of sediment
filling up their ditches,” he explains. “Since I put in that nice grass strip, I haven’t had to clean out my ditch.”
Then, about four years ago, Lea decided to develop a detailed fertilizer plan for his fields. “The nutrient plan helps
me know how much nitrogen to put on my farm,” he says. Half the cost of the plan was paid for under the Farm Bill’s
Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP), and it’s helped Lea dramatically reduce the amount of fertilizer
that he has to buy. That’s been good for both the environment, reducing the runoff that leads to harmful blooms of
algae in the Great Lakes, and for Lea. “I’ve saved a tremendous amount of money on fertilizer,” he says.
Next up was getting government help for planting some of the hilly, more erodible parts of his farm with hay. And
this year, Lea was selected for Wisconsin’s Purchase of Agricultural Conservation Easements Program, which
uses federal and state dollars to pay farmers to give up the development rights for the land, ensuring that it stays
agricultural. Farmers receiving funds complete conservation plans to deal with soil erosion, nutrient management
and soil and water conservation. “I’ve seen enough of this farmland being gobbled up for development,” he says.
“I don’t want to see any more.”
All of these conservation steps have turned Lea’s farm into a model of agricultural efficiency—and an example of
how farming can coexist with wildlife. The farm’s ponds, ditches and grassy verges are home for turkeys, ducks,
deer, pheasants and many other species. “It’s totally beautiful,” says Melissa Malott, water program director for
Clean Wisconsin, who’s toured the farm. Indeed, Lea has been working with local duck and pheasant conservation
groups to put up duck boxes and take other steps to make the landscape more attractive to its wild denizens. Says
Lea: “We can’t just farm fence row to fence row anymore. The wildlife has to have some place to go.”

Common egret in grassy area. (Photo by Gary Kramer / U.S.
Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service)
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175-fold. That’s the total number of acres —
427,253 — enrolled in the eight Great Lakes states (see
map on page 10) since the program’s inception. Among
many other benefits, these protected areas help produce
mighty numbers of waterfowl that fly to every state in
America, says Gildo Tori, policy director for Ducks
Unlimited’s Great Lakes region office. “It’s a huge
crop that benefits everyone,” from sportsmen to bird
watchers.
Then add in the benefits from a range of other conservation programs in the farm legislation. Four million
acres in the Great Lakes region have been set aside in
the eight states under the Farm Bill’s Conservation
Reserve Program, which pays farmers to stop farming
on sensitive fields for 10-15 years. Using money from the
Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP),
the Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program (WHIP)
and other programs (Table, page 8), farmers from
Wisconsin to Ohio are putting buffer strips along
creeks and improving their manure storage to reduce
the nutrients that cause harmful algal blooms, among
many other steps. In the process, they are improving
their own bottom line as well as water quality. Thanks
to a nutrient plan developed with the help of farm bill
money, for instance, “I’ve saved a tremendous amount
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of money on fertilizer,” says Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin,
farmer Rodell Lea (see box “A Place for Wildlife”).
Using money from the conservation programs,
farmers are planting trees on the banks of streams and
replacing culverts to improve conditions for trout. They
are even trapping feral pigs that destroy both crops and
wildlife habitat, and building greenhouses in blighted
urban areas, bringing in new jobs and economic activity
(see box “Fighting Feral Pigs”). Among the many benefits “is the psychic feeling that we are leaving the world a
little better than our grandparents did,” says Illinois state
representative Dave Winters (R-Shirland), who enrolled
his own family farm in the Wetlands Reserve program
(see box “Whooping Cranes in Illinois Farms”). Plus,
“these programs are beneficial beyond their effect on
the environment,” says economist June Moss at USDA’s
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS).
“They also create jobs.” Indeed, Moss’ recent studies
show that every federal farm conservation dollar spent
creates 1.8 dollars worth of economic activity, as farmers
hire contractors to remove drainage tiles, plant trees or
take other conservation steps. That puts more money in
the pockets of local business people.
Add all these Farm Bill programs together, and
more than $500 million flowed into the eight states in

Fighting Feral Pigs
As if farmers don’t have enough to worry about, Jason Bartlett now must fight off an invasion of wild pigs. A few
years ago, some pigs escaped from nearby farms in this area of Michigan near Saginaw Bay. Now more than 200
feral swine are roaming through the woods, marshes and fields. “They find a low area in the field, and dig great
big holes,” says Bartlett, a fourth generation dairy farmer in Sterling, MI. “Then when rain fills up the holes with
water, they wallow in the mud. They also tear the corn down, eat it, and take the stalks to make what looks like a
great big birds nest.”
It’s not just crops that are at risk. “The feral swine are bulldozers,” says Peter Butchko, state wildlife services director for USDA’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS). “They turn up the soil on the forest floor and
marshes and riparian habitats, which is where the web of life really gets started. The damage they do to ground
nesting birds, to agriculture, is huge.” Plus they could bring diseases to farm animals like Bartlett’s 300 cows.
“Feral swine are like the Asian carp of the land,” says Erin McDonough, executive director of Michigan United
Conservation Clubs. “We need to get in and eradicate them.”
That’s where federal farm conservation dollars are helping. The UDSA’s Natural Resources Conservation Service
is paying for traps to give to farmers like Bartlett, and will also pay for the time they spend setting out and baiting
the traps. This fall, when the pigs move out of the woods back to the fields, Bartlett will be ready. He’s even making
his own bait, taking rotten corn from the top of the grain bunker, mixing it with milk and setting it out in the sun.
“It’s pretty rotten in the end,” he says.
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Whooping Cranes in Illinois Farms
Illinois State Representative Dave Winters (R-Shirland) has lived his whole life on his farm 15 miles northwest of
Rockford, Ill. His father bought the property in 1955, and the family grew beans, corns, peas and other crops. But
floods from the neighboring Pecatonica River made farming risky. “We never knew if the crop would survive or
if we would make the mortgage payment,” Winters recalls. In Winters’ first year in the state legislature, 1995, for
instance, 130 acres of peas were completely flooded on the morning they were scheduled to be harvested.
Winters and his wife figured that a better use for the land would be to restore it to its original wetland prairie.
“We thought it would be nice to give it back to wildlife,” he says. So in the 1990s he signed up for the Farm Bill’s
Wetlands Reserve Program. It took a decade before the funding was available. Finally, in 2004, Winters turned
470 of his 570 acres into a permanent wetland reserve. Since then, he has put most of what was left into the
Conservation Reserve Program.
Once the tile was removed and prairie grass planted, the wildlife came roaring back. “We had 45 pelicans two
weeks ago,” says Winters. “We have tons of great blue herons, eagles nesting along the river, sandhill cranes and
endangered whooping cranes. From my kitchen window I’ve seen otters, mink and snakes. It’s been unbelievable.”
Aside from the obvious tangible benefits to wildlife, there’s the satisfaction of leaving the world a better place, says
Winters. “Maybe our grandparents made a mistake by farming everything. This is one of the best uses of the land.”
Other nearby landowners have come to the same conclusion, using the Farm Bill conservation programs to create a greenway along the Pecatonica River that, taken together, has become an important stop on the migratory
route of whooping cranes and other species. Just downriver from Winter’s farm are 705 acres that the Natural
Land Institute thought would be an ideal wildlife refuge. The Institute couldn’t afford to buy the land, which was
being farmed in the 1990s. So the institute collaborated with the farmer to enroll the land in the Wetlands Reserve
Program, which provided enough money to make the purchase possible. Once restored as forest, prairie and wetlands, the resulting Nygren Wetland Preserve has “had a tremendous impact bringing back species—for instance
we have at least two families of river otters,” says Jerry Paulson, executive director of the Natural Land Institute
in Rockford. And there’s been a surprising boost to the local economy. “One of the unexpected consequences is
that the refuge has become a major tourist attraction,” says Paulson.

2010. And for each farmer enrolled in the programs,
several others are being turned away for lack of funding.
For just two of the programs — the Wetlands Reserve
Program and Grasslands Reserve Program — there are
backlogs of 295,000 acres and 820,000 acres nationally.
“We could be spending a lot more and it would pay for
itself,” says Steve Davis, conservationist with the NRCS
in Ohio.
Threats Remain

Yet despite the individual success stories, the truth is
that the programs also could be improved, getting
more bang for each taxpayer buck. Consider one of the
biggest threats to the region’s environment: Nutrients
are spilling into creeks, rivers and the Great Lakes,
causing massive algal blooms that close beaches, kill fish
and hurt local businesses. Most of this nutrient pollution
now comes from farms. Clearly, every new wetland, or

Sediment flows into Lake Superior from the
Nemadji River. Farm bill programs are reducing
the sediment load, thus reducing the need for
expensive dredging of the Duluth-Superior
Harbor. (Photo by Duluth News Tribune. Reprinted
with permission of the Duluth News Tribune)
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every new buffer strip on the edge of a field, or every
new manure lagoon, has a beneficial environmental
effect. The eagles on Tom Bury’s wetlands are proof of
that. But collectively, are Farm Bill conservation efforts
significantly reducing the overall threat?
There’s no doubt that conservation efforts on rural
landscapes have helped to improve water quality and
wildlife habitat by taking marginal farmland out of
production and promoting practices that reduce the
amount of sediment, fertilizer and manure runoff into
local waters.
Problems, however, persist. Harmful algal blooms
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are on the rise, from Lake Michigan to Erie and
Ontario. Last year, an outbreak of toxic scum even
forced Ohio’s Grand Lake St. Marys to close for weeks,
crippling the local economy (see box “Grand Lake St.
Marys: A Cautionary Tale”).
As an answer to the region’s most serious environmental woes, “it’s clear that we need to do more,” says
Don Scavia, University of Michigan professor of natural
resources and the environment, and special counsel to
the university’s president for sustainability.
Prioritizing Conservation Efforts

Why aren’t programs more effective? One reason is that

Grand Lake St. Marys: A Cautionary Tale
For a sobering tale of what inadequate farm conservation practices can do to the environment—and the economy—look no farther than Ohio’s Grand Lake St Marys. The state’s largest inland lake is a major tourist attraction,
offering beaches, campgrounds, fishing and many other water sports. In a typical year, $160 million in tourist dollars flow to the marinas, hotels and restaurants around the lake. On a summer’s day, hundreds of boats dot the lake.
But not last year. Last year, a stinking scum of blue-green algae spread across the lake. The noxious growth killed
thousands of fish, sickened dozens of people and even killed several dogs. Fearing for people’s health, the Ohio
EPA warned everyone not to have any contact with the lake. “The clock is ticking. The lake is dying,” Sean Logan,
director of the Ohio Department of Natural Resources, told the Dayton Daily News in July 2010. Local businesses
suffered, with revenues plunging more than $50 million. “Has it severely dented our travel and tourism economy?
Absolutely,” says Jared Ebbing, then director of community and economic development for Mercer County, where
the lake is located.
The culprit? Nutrient pollution, much of it manure, from the 54,000 acres of farmland in the lake’s watershed.
Theoretically, farm conservation programs could have helped prevent the disaster. The Environmental Quality
Incentives Program (EQIP) pays farmers to develop nutrient management plans to reduce runoff, for instance, and
the Wetlands Reserve Program was offering more than $3,000 per acre for permanently turning fields back into
wetlands, which could absorb the pollution. But the programs are voluntary, and few farmers were taking advantage of them. According to a report of the Ohio Department of Natural Resources (ONDR), only about 23 percent of
the farms had up to date nutrient management plans. And with farmland worth $8,000 to $10,000 per acre, farmers couldn’t afford accepting the much lower Wetlands Reserve payment for taking their land out of production.
But the situation was clearly out of control. “We’re talking about some major economic consequences if nothing
was done,” says Joe Logan, director of agricultural programs for the Ohio Environmental Council and former
director of governmental affairs for the Ohio Farmers Union. So in January 2011, the ODNR declared the region to
be a “watershed in distress” and imposed new regulations of livestock operations, requiring that they meet certain
standards and develop acceptable nutrient management plans. It was a watershed moment — the first time Ohio
has imposed such regulations on agriculture. It happened only because economic catastrophe was looming, says
Logan, “but this gives us a chance to prove the effectiveness of conservation programs.”
It also may offer what Ebbing calls “a silver lining” for farmers. Now that farmers need to do a better job getting rid
of their manure, clever companies are coming out the woodwork to find uses—and a value—for it. “Farmers are
saying, hey we should have looked at this ten years ago,” Ebbing says. “If you take this carrot and stick approach,
many good things come out.”
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Farm Bill Conservation Programs
Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP)
The Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) is an enormously valuable and versatile program in the Farm Bill. It
pays farmers to take steps to improve the environment around farms and in the larger watershed. Those steps can be as
simple as putting gutters on barns and buffer strips around fields to slow nutrient-laden runoff into streams, or as complex
as whole manure management systems or urban greenhouses. Typically, farmers are asked to pick up some of the cost of
those improvements, but they also get technical assistance.

EQIP

2010 ACRES

2010 PAYMENTS

2009 PAYMENTS

2008 PAYMENTS

Illinois

74,162

$11,494,834

$11,321,202

$11,360,512

Indiana

92,058

$11,658,860

$11,240,103

$11,461,053

Michigan

98,361

$15,231,856

$14,996,841

$13,113,789

272,408

$28,233,986

$14,996,841

$21,798,672

New York

67,348

$13,264,015

$13,345,998

$13,391,267

Ohio

83,050

$18,572,253

$14,682,912

$11,587,795

Pennsylvania

33,725

$12,919,488

$12,761,493

$11,406,747

Wisconsin

117,414

$15,508,193

$16,354,740

$20,126,924

Minnesota

Wildlife Habitat Incentives
Program (WHIP)

Conservation Reserve Program
(CRP)

The Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program (WHIP). is similar to EQIP in that its funds can be used for a variety of
environmental improvements—except that the focus is on
improving habitat for wildlife. This could include creating
ponds for waterfowl or planting trees or hedges along the
edges of fields to provide cover and food for birds and
other creatures. The program funds up to 75 percent of
the cost of the improvements and brings farmers the technical assistance they need to make the improvements.

The Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) pays farmers
to take erodible or otherwise environmentally vulnerable fields out of production. The idea is to compensate
the farmers for the crops they would have grown on those
fields, allowing the land to perform valuable environmental services, such as reducing erosion and nutrient pollution or providing wildlife habitat.

CONSERVATION
RESERVE
WHIP

2010 ACRES

2010 PAYMENTS

517

$207,820

2,196

$762,077

Michigan

2,908

$1,624,269

Minnesota

3,834

$589,694

New York

3,168

$1,067,790

594

$183,259

Pennsylvania

1,223

$822,168

Wisconsin

2,131

$489,109

Illinois
Indiana

Ohio

CUMULATIVE
ACRES AS OF 2010

PAYMENTS
IN 2010

Illinois

1,022,754

$111,716,986

Indiana

287,388

$29,557,194

Michigan

233,194

$19,917,322

1,640,550

$108,772,020

53,628

$3,723,231

Ohio

343,746

$39,226,338

Pennsylvania

221,539

$22,355,875

Wisconsin

428,190

$34,744,995

4,230,990

$370,013,959

Minnesota
New York

total
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Grasslands Reserve Program (GRP)

Conservation Security Program (CSP)

The great prairies of the United States once covered 40
percent of the nation. But these ecological marvels have
virtually vanished. Less than 0.2 percent of the original
grasslands are left. “What a thousand acres of Silphiums
looked like when they tickled the bellies of the buffalo is
a question never again to be answered, and perhaps not
even asked,” conservation pioneer Aldo Leopold once
lamented.

The Conservation Security Program rewards farmers who
take such environmentally beneficial steps as putting buffers between their fields and creeks and streams in order to
cut harmful nutrient runoff. The program ended in 2008, but
payments for previous years’ contracts are still being made.

The Grasslands Reserve Program is designed to save what
is now perhaps the most endangered ecosystem in the
country. It pays farmers and ranchers to take land out of
production and turn it back into grasslands, as well as to
restore rangeland and pasture land.

CSP (ENDED 2008)

2011 PAYMENTS (PRIOR CONTRACTS)

Illinois

$6,665,481

Indiana

$5,699,674

Michigan

$5,016,086

Minnesota

$4,606,707

New York
GRASSLANDS

CUMULATIVE
ACRES AS OF 2010

PAYMENTS
IN 2010

406.3

$865,676

170

$593,933

2,339.63

$782,823

3,911.50

$712,790

New York

2,237

$722,240

Ohio

2,479

$1,193,464

Pennsylvania

435.9

$1,395,822

558.17

$1,172,300

12,537.5

$7,439,048

Illinois
Indiana
Michigan
Minnesota

Wisconsin
total

$731,751

Pennsylvania

$1,161,667

Wisconsin

$3,855,346
total

$27,736,712

Conservation Stewardship
Program (CSP)
The 2008 Farm Bill revamped the former Conservation
Security Program, creating a new Conservation Stewardship
Program. The goals are similar, but the new CSP covers
all the states and focuses on actual conservation performance. Farmers must show that the money they get from
the program results in measurable improvements to soil,
water and air quality, along with habitat gains and reductions in soil erosion and nutrient runoff.

Wetlands Reserve Program (WRP)
The WRP has been “extremely successful,” says Gildo Tori, policy director in Ducks Unlimited’s Great Lakes office. The
program pays farmers and other landowners to take areas that are frequently flooded out of production and restore them
as wetlands, either permanently or for 30 years. In the Great Lakes area, such wetland reserves have become vital for a
wide range of habitats and wildlife, from eagles and whooping cranes to otters and muskrats.
WETLANDS

2010 ACRES

2009 ACRES

CUMULATIVE ACRES
AS OF 2008

CUMULATIVE SINCE
INCEPTION

2010 FUNDING

Illinois

2,612

1,067

62,484

66,163

$9,356,656

Indiana

3,393

2,669

54,151

60,213

$12,525,138

1,410

2,013

39,465

42,888

$4,014,774

Minnesota

8,375

21,678

87,151

117,204

$14,046,766

New York

2,250

2,256

49,386

53,892

$5,551,845

Ohio

2,727

890

21,366

24,983

$8,856,668

1,191

341

2,319

3,851

$4,098,001

2,589

7,353

48,318

58,260

$10,637,537

Michigan

Pennsylvania
Wisconsin

total

427,453

$69,087,385
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The Economic Clout of the Farm Bill Conservation Programs
The conservation programs in the Farm Bill don’t just reduce pollution, improve soils and productivity, boost wildlife and
make the Great Lakes Region a better place to live. These programs also bring major economic benefits to the eight Great
Lakes States. In 2010 alone, the major Farm Bill conservation programs brought more than half a billion dollars to the
region, helping to keep the agricultural sector economically healthy.
The overall economic benefits are greater than just the direct dollars, however. Each conservation dollar stimulates
nearly another dollar of economic activity and creates jobs, as farmers use the money to hire contractors to break up
drainage systems, plant trees or install manure control lagoons. In addition, the environmental improvements that these
steps bring have economic value. Reducing nutrient pollution reduces harmful algal blooms, for instance, saving cities
money for water treatment as well as making lakes more attractive for fishing and tourism.

EQIP
2010 PAYMENTS

WHIP
2010 PAYMENTS

CRP
2010 PAYMENTS

WRP
2010 PAYMENTS

Illinois

$11,494,834

$207,820

111,716,986

$9,356,656

Indiana

$11,658,860

$762,077

29,557,194

$12,525,138

Michigan

$15,231,856

$1,624,269

19,917,322

$4,014,774

Minnesota

$28,233,986

$589,694

108,772,020

$14,046,766

New York

$13,264,015

$1,067,790

3,723,231

$5,511,845

Ohio

$18,572,253

$183,259

39,226,338

$8,856,668

Pennsylvania

$12,919,488

$822,168

22,355,875

$4,098,001

Wisconsin

$15,508,193

$489,109

34,744,995

$10,637,537

Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP)
Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program (WHIP)

Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)
Wetlands Reserve Program (WRP)

MINNESOTA

$151,642,466

Total Farm Bill Conservation
Program payments by state

WISCONSIN

$61,379,834
NEW YORK

$23,566,881
MICHIGAN

$40,788,221
PENNSYLVANIA

$40,195,532
OHIO

ILLINOIS

$132,776,296

INDIANA

$54,503,269

$66,838,518
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What Farm Bill Conservation Programs Do For You
Don’t make the mistake of thinking that the programs are just feel-good efforts that benefit wild creatures. In fact, the
programs bring real benefits to people throughout the Great Lakes region—and even elsewhere in the country. These
benefits include:

More jobs
The Farm Bill dollars that help farmers restore wetlands or add buffer zones to their fields enable them to hire people to
do the work. And with more money in the pockets of those who break up drainage tile or plant trees, more money flows
into the local economy.

Better water quality
Farm Bill programs that reduce the runoff of nutrient pollution from farms bring a host of downstream benefits. Less
nutrient pollution means cleaner beaches, less toxic algae, lower costs for water treatment, better conditions for tourists,
more business for fishing boat captains and an overall better quality of life—which, in turn, helps attract companies to
the region.

Improved wildlife habitat
The benefits for ecosystems, plants and animals are obvious. Not as obvious are the benefits for people. But the Farm Bill
programs result in better hunting, better fishing and better bird- and animal-watching. In fact, Farm Bill wetland reserves
have become meccas for both birds and bird-watchers, with new businesses springing up to bring people to the areas. In
addition, improved habitats in the Great Lakes for species like ducks, which then travel to almost every state in America,
benefit sportsmen and animal watchers across the country.

Cost Savings
Farmers are saving money by embracing conservation practices. Planting cover crops, for instance, can save money by
improving soil quality and reducing the need for fertilizers, by conserving top soil, by providing higher yields and by providing a food source on which cattle can graze.
Birdwatchers at the Perch Lake Waterfowl Production Area northeast of Mapleton, Minn. The area which just a few years ago was farm fields had drained wetlands restored
and was seeded with native grasses and forbs by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. It now is home to many wildlife species. (AP Photo/The Mankato Free Press, John Cross)
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demand for Farm Bill conservation funding continues
to outpace supply. Increasing the number of farmers
who participate in conservation programs — enrolling
more acres of marginal farmland into conservation
programs — will help tackle some of the most pressing
threats to water quality.
There, is, however, another reason, according to
experts: Farm Bill conservation programs can be better
targeted on problem areas. When it comes to nutrient
pollution, studies show that most of the fertilizer runoff
comes from a small percentage of the farms. But those
farms usually don’t sign up for conservation programs,
which are voluntary. Some farmers are leery of government programs while others not participating often do
not know they have a nutrient loss problem. And with
prices for corn and other crops at record highs, most

farmers are understandably eager to plant as much as
possible to maximize profits. “They can get much more
from their land growing commodities than from the
conservation reserve or wetlands restoration programs,”
says Patrick Miles, land and water conservation manager
for Sheboygan County, Wis.
Another issue is that “there are still a lot of farmers
who are shy of the government,” says Napoleon, Ohio,
farmer Todd Hesterman, director of a non-profit farm
group that promotes conservation practices (see box
“A Targeted Approach”). “The less they have to step
into a federal office the better.”
The net result: “Getting people to participate in the
federal conservation programs is a problem,” says Roger
Knight, Lake Erie fisheries administrator for the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources. Even for those who

A Targeted Approach
Each day, the equivalent of 36 dump truck loads of sediment flows from Minnesota’s Nemadji River into Lake
Superior. The fine-grained dirt smothers fish eggs in sensitive spawning beds and carries toxins like mercury, dioxins and PCBs into the Lake, along with nutrients that cause algal blooms. It’s also a costly nuisance. To keep shipping traffic moving in the Duluth-Superior Harbor and Superior Bay, the U.S. Army spends hundreds of thousands
of dollars annually dredging 33,000 tons of Nemadji River sediment each year. “The sediment load is a major
issue,” says biologist Paul Sandstrom, Lake Superior lakewide management plan (LaMP) coordinator for UDSA’s
Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS).
A certain amount of erosion occurs naturally, given the red clay soil that the Nemadji River flows through in northern Minnesota. But “the alterations we’ve made to the landscape have exacerbated the problem,” Sandstrom
explains. The biggest culprit: the clearing of forests to create farmland. When the forest cover is removed, melting
snow in the spring runs off faster than normal into streams and creeks feeding into the Nemadji River. The resulting increased flow of water tears into the erodible banks along the streams and rivers, grabbing sediment that
ends up in Lake Superior.
But problems caused by humans can be solved by humans. With Farm Bill conservation money from the
Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP), the NRCS is leading an effort to reduce the amount of sediment.
The team began by using satellite images to spot the open areas in the watershed, which are most responsible for
the peaks in snowmelt. Then the NRCS contacted the owners of that land—nearly 400 of them. It’s a very targeted
effort, Sandstrom says. “It’s almost like shooting a rifle at the problem versus a shotgun.”
It’s working. A surprisingly high percentage of landowners, about 30%, agreed to allow trees to be planted on
parts of their property to convert land that was once forest back to its natural state. So this past spring, the NRCS
planted tens of thousands of trees. “We’re turning cornfields into productive forest habitat,” says Sandstrom.
“That’s pretty amazing at this time of high commodity prices.” More trees will be planted next spring.
The targeted approach means that it’s especially cost effective. The whole initiative is costing about $100,000—a
bargain compared to the cost of dredging the harbor. And there are a whole host of other environmental benefits.
More trees and thus more shade along streams keeps the water cooler, for instance, improving habitat for native
trout and other species. “This has been a career or more effort of many people working on this,” says Sandstrom.
“I think it’s pretty neat.”
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Toxic algae suffocate the shore of western Lake Erie. Runoff pollution from industrial
agriculture is causing a resurgence in the green algae, which threatens the health of
people and wildlife. (Photo by S. Bihn, Lake Erie Waterkeeper)

do participate, there’s little evidence that the steps being
taken are actually making a serious dent in the overall
nutrient runoff problem. “The programs are evaluated
on how many people sign up and how many dollars are
used, without measuring the success of those dollars,”
says Steve Richter, director of conservation for southwest Wisconsin at the Nature Conservancy.
Maintaining Conservation Funding Essential

Without proof that the programs are making a major
difference to the Great Lakes environment, it may
be tempting to slash their funding in the next Farm
Bill. But that’s exactly the wrong conclusion, say the
University of Michigan’s Scavia and many others. With
high crop prices and federal crop subsidies providing
strong incentives for farmers to produce more and
conserve less, “we need to change the Farm Bill to vastly
increase the conservation funding relative to the subsidies, which now swamp the conservation program,”
Scavia explains. “But we also need to find ways for

projects to be targeted so that the funds are used where
needed most.”
Making a Good Program Even Better

Normally, making substantial changes to federal farm
programs is difficult. But these are not normal times. As
U.S. Sen. Stabenow points out, budget realities mean
“we will simply be spending less money” on federal
agriculture programs. That opens the door to smarter,
more cost-effective approaches. “We have a unique
opportunity,” says Ducks Unlimited’s Tori. “The next
Farm Bill doesn’t have to be like the last one. We can do
it in a more innovative way.”
How? One key step could be focusing the conservation dollars on the states, the counties and even the
individual farms where the money will make the
most difference, much as the Great Lakes Restoration
Initiative (GLRI) is set up to do. “The big thing we’re
concerned about is making sure we can target these
resources,” says Jennifer Browning, executive director
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Cooperative Conservation: NRCS employee works with Peoria
County, Ill., farmers to check on a buffer strip, which helps filter out
excess nutrients and reduces erosion. Such common-sense actions
take more time and effort, but yield long-term rewards, including
better water quality. (Photo by Bob Nichols / U.S. Department of
Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service)

of the Biodiversity Project. It also means more dollars
need to be spent on environmental monitoring, both to
spot problems and to prove that conservation steps taken
are working. Since most of the nutrient pollution comes
from a minority of farms, “we could have 50-60% of
landowners sign up for conservation practices and
accomplish nothing,” says Rich Bowman, director of
government relations for the Michigan office of the
Nature Conservancy. “So the real goal is moving from
paying for practices [such as buffer strips or nutrient
plans] in hopes of environmental outcomes to paying
for the actual environmental outcomes.”
Another important step is adding flexibility to the
programs. In Sheboygan County, Wisconsin, farmers
prefer county conservation programs over the federal
EQIP and other programs because the local ones
allow conservation measures, such as the width of
buffer strips, to be tailored to the needs of a particular
farm, says Patrick Miles, the county’s land and water
conservation manager. In fact, over by Saginaw Bay
in Michigan, fourth generation farmer Jason Bartlett
doesn’t even bother trying to get federal dollars from

the NRCS to help create a nutrient plan for his 300-cow
dairy farm. “It ends up costing more money by the time
you go through them in the end because of all the stipulations,” he says.
Connecting Crop Subsidies to Conservation
Compliance

One of the most effective ideas is to tie farm subsidies to
conservation. In order to receive price supports or crop
insurance, farmers would have to protect wetlands and
grasslands or reduce the runoff of nutrients from their
farms. Such a linkage would add a stick (the threat of
losing subsidies) to the carrot of federal dollars for conservation, providing both environmental and economic
benefits. “It could reduce price support payments to
farmers, saving taxpayer money directly. And it could
also save hundreds of millions that wouldn’t have to be
spent on clean-up programs,” says Joe Logan, director
of agricultural programs for the Ohio Environmental
Council and former director of governmental affairs for
the Ohio Farmers Union.
Farmers generally hate the idea of government

The Case for Farm Bill Conservation Programs in the Great Lakes Region

requirements or regulations, but sometimes there are no
better alternatives to ensuring protection of vital natural
resources. That’s the lesson from Grand Lake St. Marys,
a large lake in Mercer County in western Ohio (see box
“Grand Lake St. Marys: A Cautionary Tale”). Last
year, a blue-green algae named Aphanizomenon gracile,
fed by nutrients running off from surrounding farms,
exploded in the lake, filling the waters with toxic foulsmelling blue-green scum. The Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency essentially shut down the lake,
costing marinas, bait shops, restaurants, hotels and
other local businesses an estimated $35 million. “If
people can’t use the lake for two months, it will have an
impact on business,” says Jared Ebbing, community and
economic development director in Mercer County. The
Ohio Department of Natural Resources responded by
requiring farmers to do nutrient planning to reduce the
runoff into the lake.
The environmental — and economic — catastrophe
at Grand Lake St Marys is a cautionary tale for the
whole Great Lakes region, says Logan: “If we got to a
situation like Grand Lake St. Marys in Lake Erie, we
would suffer huge economic repercussions.”
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Warning Signs for Great Lakes

It’s not that bad in the Great Lakes themselves — yet.
But the trends are not encouraging. Toxic blooms of
Microcystis and other algae are increasing in western
Lake Erie, which as the most sensitive section of the
Great Lakes serves as the region’s canary in a coal mine.
The algal blooms are closing beaches, contributing
to a decline in the prized walleye and causing coastal
cities to spend millions of extra dollars treating their
water supplies. Elsewhere, mats of rotting and stinking
Cladophora algae have been so thick along the Wisconsin
shore of Lake Michigan that they must be dug out with
backhoes (see box “Stinking Black Sludge”). The slime
from the Cladophora “ruins the beaches just when
people most want to be there — in July and August,”
says Melissa Malott, water program director for Clean
Wisconsin. Sediment from Minnesota farms fills up
Lake Superior harbors, requiring hundreds of thousands of dollars for extra dredging to keep shipping
moving. And invasive species like the quagga mussel
have changed the fundamental biology of the lake,
causing both increased algal blooms near shore and
declines in salmon and other fish out in the open Lakes.

Stinking Black Sludge
Wearing hip waders, Russ Tooley walks onto the Hike Bay boat launching ramp on the shore of Lake Michigan in
Cleveland, Wisconsin. He needs those sturdy boots. With each step, his feet sink out of sight into deep back sludge.
The smell is overpowering. “The stench is what you’d get from a manure pile,” Tooley says.
The vile black stuff is the decaying remains of a green algae called Cladophora, which grows on submerged rocks,
logs and other hard surfaces. It’s always been in Lake Michigan, but in the last decade the amount of Cladophora
has exploded. It washes up on shore in big piles where it decays, fouling many of Wisconsin’s shores and beaches.
In the Cleveland area, the mat of decaying algae has been so thick that the town had to bring in backhoes to dig
up the sludge before boats could be launched for fishing derbies, says Tooley, a local resident and activist. Some
of his neighbors say that if they had known how bad the problem would be, they would never have moved to live
by the shore. And the nearby Port Washington Power plant has had to spend more than $5 million on elaborate
screens to keep the algae out of its cooling water — and the plant still has to shut down a few times a year. The
result: higher electricity bills.
What’s causing the algal invasion? Nutrient pollution. The algae bloomed in the 1960s and 1980s because of sewage flowing into the lake. Better sewage treatment solved the problem then. But now, the excess nutrients are
coming from farms and livestock feeding operations. The solution lies in the measures paid for by Farm Bill conservation programs, such as buffer strips around fields to limit runoff into streams, nutrient management plans to
reduce excess fertilizer use and setting aside land as wetlands to absorb nutrients before then can reach the lake
to fuel the growth of Cladophora. Boost the size of these Farm Bill programs and make them more flexible so that
they can be tailored to local needs, and “I think we could make a real positive impact,” says Tooley.
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The Lakes aren’t as polluted as they were in the
1960s and 70s, when excess nutrients brought Lake Erie
near death in a process known as eutrophication. But
now, “all the eutrophication effects are coming back,”
says Gary Fahnenstiel, senior ecologist at the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Lake
Michigan Field Station in Muskegon, Mich.
At risk is what Heidelberg University senior research
scientist Peter Richards calls “an immense magnificent and potentially very fragile system.” Carved from
glaciers thousands of years ago and containing 20% of
the world’s fresh water, the Great Lakes “are a national
and international treasure,” says NOAA’s Fahnenstiel.
Their natural glory ranges from the painted rocks
of the Lake Superior shore to the magnificent Lake
Michigan dunes, to the pink granite of Lake Huron’s
Georgian Bay, to the hundreds of thousands of birds
that stop by Lake Erie’s shores on their long migrations,
to the crystal clear waters of Superior and Michigan.
“We’re lucky to be here, to be stewards of this resource,”
says Fahnenstiel.
Angler holds a steelhead caught on Ohio’s Grand River, a tributary to Lake Erie. The Great Lakes
support a $7 billion recreational and commercial fishery. The lakes also support 1.5 million jobs
worth more than $60 billion in wages. Farm conservation programs are instrumental in keeping
the Great Lakes ecosystem healthy. (Photo by National Wildlife Federation)

But the region’s residents also have a powerful selfinterest in keeping the Great Lakes ecosystem healthy.
“It is a giant economic engine that hasn’t gotten enough
credit for what it does for us,” says Bryan Burroughs,
executive director of Michigan Trout Unlimited. A
February 2011 Sea Grant report calculates that more
than 1.5 million jobs, from guiding the giant ore and
grain carriers through the Lakes to operating restaurants, marinas and other businesses, are directly linked
to the Lakes. The total wages of all these workers?
$62 billion per year. Moreover, the quality of life that
the Great Lakes region provides “is why we can get
skilled people to live here,” says Burroughs. Indeed,
the region is home to a vast array of manufacturers
and top research institutions. Says U.S. Sen. Stabenow:
“The Great Lakes are an important source of economic
activity and an integral part of our way of life.”
That’s why smart, targeted farm conservation
programs are so badly needed, scientists say. History
shows that the right actions can protect both the
environment and the economy. Strict controls on
sewage and other nutrient-rich pollution revived Lake
Erie — and lake-related economic activity — after the
lake had become a pea green soup of algae in the 1960s,
for instance. The total amount of phosphorus reaching
the lake from point sources like sewage treatment plants
plunged from about 11,000 metric tons in 1970 to less
than 3,000 metric tons by 1982.
But the progress made by cleaning up sewage treatment plants and industrial effluent pipes has now
stalled and even started to reverse. The chief culprit is
the runoff of phosphorus from farms — exacerbated by
conventional agricultural practices such as heavy fall
tillage, overuse of fertilizers and the winter application
of manure. “It’s clear that (conventional) agricultural
practices are the big gorilla,” says Heidelberg University’s
Peter Richards.
The good news is that farmers are starting to embrace
agricultural practices that prevent soil erosion and protect
water quality. Years of measurements by Richards and
colleagues at Heidelberg University show that improved
farm conservation practices have successfully reduced
the amount of sediment (and the amount of phosphorus
attached to the dirt) reaching rivers and lakes. For
instance, planting crops without plowing first, a practice
called ‘no till,’ has dramatically reduced erosion. No-till
farming is helping to improve water quality.
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Liquid manure from a hog feeding operation is pumped onto cropland
with a honey wagon. The practice can lead to manure running off
fields and into local rivers, creeks and the Great Lakes, harming water
quality. (Photo by Tim McCabe / U.S. Department of Agriculture
Natural Resource Conservation Service)

Yet nutrient loading continues to be a problem.
Levels of a different form of phosphorus, which dissolves
in water, are climbing. “The dissolved phosphorus is up
rather sharply,” Richard explains. For instance, phosphorus concentrations in one of the major rivers flowing
into Lake Erie, the Maumee River, have climbed from
less than 40 micrograms per liter in 1995 to more than
100 micrograms per liter. As a result, the amount of
phosphorus dissolved in western Lake Erie waters
has soared from the target level of about 20 micrograms per liter in 1999 to as much as 60 micrograms
per liter — “about three times where it ought to be,”
says Ohio DNR’s Roger Knight. That’s why harmful
algal blooms are increasing in Lake Erie, and indeed all
around the Great Lakes region. “The trends are in the
wrong direction,” warns Jeffrey Reutter, director of the
Ohio Sea Grant College Program.
Farmers aren’t intentionally polluting the rivers and
lakes. Instead, the worrisome increase in dissolved phosphorus and the toxic algae it promotes has been caused
by the confluence of several trends.

New  Challenges Exacerbating Agriculture
Pollution

The economics of farming have changed. “A generation
or two ago, a farmer had 250 to 500 acres to support
his family,” explains Logan, a former farmer. “Now
he needs 2,500 to 5,000 acres.” That means spreading
a lot of fertilizer — quickly. And that (in combination
with the need to plant faster as well) means using highcapacity machines to spin dry fertilizer or spray liquid
fertilizer across farm fields instead of injecting it into the
ground next to each corn seed “like we used to do,” says
Logan. If it rains hard right after fertilizer is applied,
much of it may end up in rivers and lakes.
The region has also seen a major increase in the
number of so-called ‘concentrated animal feeding
operations’ (CAFOs), where thousands of hogs and
cattle and millions of chickens are fattened up for
market in a small area. “It’s a worrisome trend,” says
Logan. “When you have all those animals together,
the manure is concentrated.” If not carefully managed,
some of the manure can easily find its way into the
rivers and lakes, where it can harm water quality
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Large animal confinement operation in Lafayette County,
Wis. The facility adheres to management practices to
deal with manure. Industrial agriculture can exacerbate
threats to water quality. Farm Bill conservation programs
help farmers take action to protect the environment.
(Photo by Bob Nichols / U.S. Department of Agriculture
Natural Resource Conservation Service)

by dramatically increasing phosphorus levels which
contribute to algae blooms.
Making these trends worse is a change in climate.
“There’s more rain,” explains Ohio DNR’s Knight. When
it does rain, it rains harder, making flash floods — and
thus more rapid nutrient runoff — more likely.
Plus, biology has thrown the whole ecosystem a
nasty curveball. It turns out that the invasive quagga
mussels, which line lake bottoms near shore in the
billions, recycle the phosphorus that comes to them from
the river mouths. First, the phosphorus fuels a boom
in algae. Then mussels eat the algae — and excrete the
phosphorus, allowing it to be used by more generations
of algae, and so on. So even in waters where the amount
of phosphorus has been reduced, algal blooms — and
associated problems like avian botulism — are on the
increase. “The mussels are totally reengineering the
system — and have contributed to the problems,” says
NOAA’s Fahnenstiel, whose research has helped document the phosphorus recycling in nearshore waters.
(Ironically, the fact that the mussels keep nutrients close
to shore means that the open waters of Lake Michigan
and Huron now have the opposite problem — lack of

nutrients. Offshore, the Lakes are turning into biological deserts, with significant declines in salmon and
other fish — but also with some of the clearest water
on Earth).
Solutions to Protect Water Quality

There’s no mystery about what needs to be done: Reduce
the amount of phosphorus reaching the rivers and lakes.
It’s also clear what works. It starts with applying only
as much fertilizer on a field — and on each part of the
field — as is needed. In Ohio, NRCS is working with
farmers to do just that, using the federal EQIP program
in the Farm Bill. “We call it precision management,”
Davis explains. “A crop consultant goes out in the field
and takes a whole lot of samples to measure the level
of nutrients, locating each sample with GPS. Then at
harvest, the farmer uses the yield monitor on his combine
to collect crop yield information.” Knowing the precise
nutrient levels and the crop yields for each part of the
field allows the consultant to develop a detailed fertilizer
plan, with varying levels for each part of the field. “One
area might need 20 pounds of phosphorus, another 50
pounds, and another, zero,” says Davis.
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The farmer then gives a memory stick with the
information to the fertilizer dealer, who precisely sprays
the right amount on each part of the field. “The farmer
can get the same or better yields with less fertilizer,” says
Davis. The extra effort costs money, which is why Farm
Bill dollars are essential to get farmers to try it. But in
the long run, precision management saves money on
fertilizer and boosts yield — which means more profit
for farmers. “Once they see that it is profitable, they
will continue to do it,” says Davis. “We’re having good
success with it.”
Other key steps include applying animal manure
that’s less liquid, so that it doesn’t quickly percolate
through the soil and into the drainage tiles for a speedy
trip into the nearest creek, and fertilizing less in the
fall and winter, when frozen ground increases runoff.
Beyond that, buffer strips and wetlands also can keep
the phosphorus out of the ditches and streams. Farmers
are also planting winter cover crops that help reduce soil
erosion, increase soil quality, recycle nutrients and eventually increase farm yields.
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Using federal dollars to help farmers to take these
steps brings benefits for people throughout the Great
Lakes region. Putting the right amount of fertilizer on
fields means big savings for farmers. Reducing phosphorus in rivers and lakes means less toxic algae, cleaner
beaches and higher revenues for local businesses from
tourism and recreation — and less money spent on water
treatment for cities. More wetlands means better wildlife habitats, boosting not only key species like eagles but
also the economic value of everything from hunting to
birdwatching. “Society gets a lot of benefit from these
farmlands being well managed,” says Vicki Anderson,
Great Lakes coordinator for the NRCS.
Agriculture Conservation Programs Create
Jobs, Save Money

The conservation efforts are even spawning new businesses. Ohio farmer Tom Koenig and his son Will
developed a specialized planter for native grass seed,
and have a growing business planting the grasses on
others’ fields.
In fact, the evidence suggests that, far from being

Lake Erie in Trouble Again
When Roger Knight arrived at the Ohio Department of Natural Resources to oversee the Lake Erie fisheries program, the senior biologists in the program told Knight about the bad old days of the late 1960s. Choked by sewage
and the algae that bloomed on the pollution, Lake Erie was then a thick pea green soup, the biologists told Knight.
“They said, ‘we thought it would never change,’” Knight recalls.
Thanks to the passage of the Clean Water Act and a national, multi-billion dollar investment to build and upgrade
sewage treatment facilities, the lake did change. The waters cleared, and the walleye and other prized fish came
back. But now the lake is seeing an echo of that dark past. While the municipal sewage problem has been solved,
phosphorus from farm runoff is pouring into the lake at what seems to be an increasing rate. Levels of the nutrient
in western Lake Erie are more than three times higher than what is considered a desirable and safe amount. “The
western basin of Lake Erie is getting too many nutrients,” says Don Scavia, University of Michigan professor of
natural resources and the environment, and special counsel to the university’s president for sustainability.
The result has been blooms of a toxic algae called Microcystis. This particular species of algae is of particular concern because it’s a poor diet for the zooplankton that then provide food for fish. Already, the walleye population
in western Lake Erie is declining.
In addition, the toxin produced by the algae may harm mammalian livers, forcing water treatment plants to spend
millions of extra dollars to make Lake Erie water safe to drink when the algae are blooming.
The 2011 algae blooms in Lake Erie were among the worst in recorded history—rivaling the blooms that appeared
when the lake was declared dead in the 1960s. The problem, unfortunately, is not confined to Lake Erie. Communities
in Saginaw Bay, Mich., Green Bay, Wis., and along the coast of Lake Michigan have had to deal with the re-emergence of toxic algae blooms.
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a drain on the federal treasury, farm conservation
programs can save taxpayers’ money. “We can spend
money on government programs that encourage conservation of the land and keep soil and nutrient pollution
where they belong — on farms,” says fourth generation
farmer Hesterman. “Or we can spend more money later
to dredge sediment out of the lakes and deal with pollution problems. I’d rather spend the money upstream.”
That’s especially true if the money can be better
targeted. How? An innovative pilot project in Wisconsin
is showing the way. Starting about five years ago, a team
led by the Nature Conservancy has gone field by field
along the Pecatonica River to take soil samples and
measure how much manure and fertilizer is put on
the land—and how much is finding its way into the
river. “Within this one watershed, we identified a small
percentage of pastures and crop fields that were contributing over half of the phosphorus into the streams of
the watershed,” says Steve Richter, the Conservancy’s
director of conservation for agricultural landscapes in
Wisconsin.
That’s actually good news for the farmers. “Farmers
have shown a great willingness to embrace conservation
practices and are playing an important role in improving
water quality,” Richter explains. “Our experience is that
farmers whose fields and pastures are contributing the
bulk of phosphorus into waterways can be approached
and are willing to change practices. In this watershed
we can target limited resources to those farms first to
change conservation practices.”
Moreover, with the help of money from EQIP,
WHIP and other sources, the project has been able to
demonstrate simple steps that the farmers can take to
dramatically reduce the problem. Planting rye on fields
right after the corn harvest “has been a real eye opener,”
says Richter. “Not only does it keep water, soil and nutrients in place, it is also providing an economic benefit
to farmers.” Another surprise was the large negative
impact from overgrazed pastures and ‘night holding
areas’ — where cows are gathered for the night. Because
those areas are typically so beat up, they allow lots of
soil and phosphorus to run off into the river. The simple
solution: Change where farmers put their cattle at night.
“Small changes in practices can make a big difference,”
says Richter.
The Conservancy team has installed gauges in the
river to gather proof that these changes will make a

difference where it counts — actually reducing nutrient
pollution in the rivers and lakes. A similar effort has
started in Wisconsin’s Sheboygan County on the shores
of Lake Michigan, where “green slime on the lake has
drawn the wrath of people who want to use the lake,”
Richter says.
Assuming that the Farm Bill conservation programs
can become smarter and more targeted, there’s one
final argument for maintaining, or even boosting, their
funding even in this tough economic times. Right now,
with corn and other commodity prices at record highs,
farmers have every economic incentive to cash in. So
many are planting as much as possible and putting off
conservation measures until tomorrow. To compete,
conservation programs must offer farmers sufficient
compensation. But it’s a good investment. In the long
run, everyone — the farmers, the magnificent Great
Lakes environment, the eagles and other wildlife and
the region’s economy — will come out ahead. Says
the NRCS’s Anderson: “The Farm Bill conservation
programs are essential.”
Buffer strips along creek banks on a farm in western Dane County, Wisconsin. (Photo
courtesy of Wolfgang Hoffmann, UW-Madison College of Agricultural and Life Sciences)

Ducks in wetland. (Photo courtesy of U.S.
Department of Agriculture Natural Resources
Conservation Service)
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How to Improve the Farm Bill Conservation programs

The programs already offer many benefits, from improved water quality to better wildlife habitat.
But the Farm Bill could be changed to get more bang for the buck from the conservation dollars.
Here’s how:
Invest more, not less, on conservation programs:
Regardless of current high crop prices, farmers still have
considerable interest in conservation programs, with
applications outpacing funding. Increasing conservation
program funding to meet farmer demand would
encourage farmers to take small but meaningful steps,
such as implementing precision management or cover
crops, that result in economic benefits for farmers and
environmental benefits for all.
Support a new Great Waters Regional Restoration
Program: Partnerships can produce big results.
The House and Senate Agriculture Committees
are discussing a new program that would leverage
partnerships and provide funding for projects in the
Great Lakes. The committees released an outline
in 2011 for a possible Farm Bill that proposed a new
Great Waters Regional Conservation Partnership
Program. This program would select projects through
a competitive, merit-based process that would improve
soil quality, water quality or wildlife habitat in regions
such as the Great Lakes. If this program is included in
the next Farm Bill, it has great potential for building on
many restoration successes that we have seen through
the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative and improving
the health of the Great Lakes.
Connect crop insurance subsidies to conservation
compliance to protect environmentally sensitive areas
such as wetlands and prairies and to reduce erosion and
nutrient loss from highly erodible lands: Right now,
crop insurance and other subsidies are working at crosspurposes with conservation programs. Crop insurance is
subsidized, but does not require minimum conservation
steps in return for that safety net. Reconnecting
conservation compliance to crop insurance ensures

a minimum level of conservation on working lands,
especially if direct payments are eliminated.
Eliminate provisions that provide incentives for
habitat destruction: High commodity prices and
subsidized crop insurance offer powerful incentives
to convert marginal lands such as native prairies into
row crop production. Sodsaver provisions reduce these
incentives by making such converted lands ineligible for
participating in Farm Bill programs.
Target the programs on the worst problems: Most
of the pollution getting into streams, rivers and lakes
comes from a small percentage of farms — typically
the ones that don’t sign up for Farm Bill programs
or are unaware of such nutrient loss from their fields.
Focusing conservation programs on priority areas will
bring greater improvements.
Increase efforts to monitor and measure pollution:
Measuring pollution and other problems is essential to
targeting Farm Bill programs on the problems — and
in showing that the programs are effective in tackling
the problems.
Change how programs are evaluated: Currently,
programs are measured on how many farmers sign up
and how many dollars are spent. It would be far better
to measure results, and to evaluate the programs on
measurable improvements to water quality and other
environmental factors.
Allow more flexibility in Farm Bill conservation
programs: Tailoring requirements for, say, the width of
buffer strips to local conditions will achieve more than
the current one-size-fits-all approach.
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Conservationists from the Natural Resource Conservation Service examine a well-established filter strip on farm in Cass County, Ill. The filter strip captures sediment and excess nutrients leaving the
sloping farmland. Establishing buffers on farms yields long-term benefits to water quality. (Photo by Bob Nichols / USDA Natural Resource Conservation Service)

